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Lecture-28 

ADVERTISING 
―Advertising, generally speaking, is the promotion of goods, services, companies and ideas, 
usually 
performed by an identified sponsorǁ. 

Marketers see advertising as part of an overall promotional strategy. Other components of the 
promotional mix include publicity, public relations, personal selling, and sales promotion. 

History 

A print advertisement from a 1913 issue of Encyclopedia Britannica In ancient times the most 
common form of advertising was by word of mouth, however, commercial messages and election 
campaign displays have been found in the ruins of Pompeii. 

Egyptians used papyrus to create sales messages and wall posters, while lost-and-found 
advertising on papyrus was common in Greece and Rome. Wall or rock painting for commercial 
advertising is another manifestation of an ancient media advertising form, which is present to this 
day in many parts of Asia, Africa, and South America. For instance, tradition of wall paintings can 
be traced back to India rock-art paintings that go back to 4000 BC. As printing developed in the 
15th and 16th century, advertising expanded to include handbills. In the 17th century 
advertisements started to appear in weekly newspapers in England. 

These early print ads were used mainly to promote books (which were increasingly affordable) and 
medicines (which were increasingly sought after as disease ravaged Europe). 
. 
As the economy was expanding during the 19th century, the need for advertising grew at the same 
pace. In America, the classified ads became popular, filling pages of newspapers with small print 
messages promoting all kinds of goods. The success of this advertising format led to the growth of 
mail-order advertising. In 1843 the first advertising agency was established by Volney Palmer in
Philadelphia. At first the agencies were just brokers for ad space in newspapers, but by the 20th 
century, advertising agencies started to take over responsibility for the content as well. 

The 1960s saw advertising transform into a modern, more scientific approach in which creativity 
was allowed to shine, producing unexpected messages that made advertisements interesting to 
read. 
Today, advertising is evolving even further, with "guerrilla" promotions that involve unusual 
approaches such as staged encounters in public places, giveaways of products such as cars that are 
covered with brand messages, and interactive advertising where the viewer can respond to become 
part of the advertising message. 

Media 

Paying people to hold signs in public places is one of the oldest forms of advertising. 

Transit advertising is combined with experiential marketing using peapods in Australia 
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Commercial Advertising media can include 

•wall paintings 
•billboards (outdoor advertising) 
•street furniture components, 
•printed flyers 
•radio 
•cinema 
•television ads 
•web banners, 
•web popup 
•skywriting 
•bus stop benches 
•magazines 
•newspapers 
•town criers 
•sides of buses 
•taxicab 
• musical stage shows 
•subway 
•platforms and trains 
•elastic bands on disposable diapers 

Covert advertising embedded in other entertainment media is known as product placement. 

The TV commercial is generally considered the most effective mass-market advertising format and 
this is reflected by the high prices TV networks charge for commercial airtime during popular TV 
events. E-mail advertising is another recent phenomenon. Unsolicited bulk e-mail advertising is 
known as "spam". 

Some companies have proposed to place messages or corporate logos on the side of booster rockets 
and the International Space Station. Controversy exists on the effectiveness of subliminal 
advertising and the pervasiveness of mass messages. 

Unpaid advertising (also called word of mouth advertising), can provide good exposure at 
minimal cost. . 

Impact 

"Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the trouble is, I don't know which half." - John 
Wanamaker, father of modern advertising. 

The impact of advertising has been a matter of considerable debate and many different claims have 
been made in different contexts. During debates about the banning of cigarette advertising, a 
common claim from cigarette manufacturers was that cigarette advertising does not encourage 
people to smoke who would not otherwise. The (eventually successful) opponents of advertising, on 
the other hand, claim that 
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According to many media sources, the past experience and state of mind of the person subjected 
to advertising may determine the impact that advertising has. Children under the age of four 
may be unable to distinguish advertising from other television programs, whilst the ability to 
determine the truthfulness of the message may not be developed until the age of eight. 

 

  

Public Service Advertising 

Advertising, in its non-commercial guise, is a powerful educational tool capable of reaching and 
motivating large audiences. 

 "Advertising justifies its existence when used in the public interest - it is much too powerful a tool 
to use solely for commercial purposes." - Attributed to Howard Gossage by David Ogilvy 

CE 

The same advertising techniques used to promote commercial goods and services can be used to 
inform, educate and motivate the public about non-commercial issues, such as AIDS, political 
ideology, energy conservation, religious recruitment, and deforestation. 

Public service advertising, non-commercial advertising, public interest advertising, cause 
marketing, and social marketing are different terms for (or aspects of) the use of sophisticated 
advertising and marketing communications techniques (generally associated with commercial 
enterprise) on behalf of non-commercial, public interest issues and initiatives. 

Public service advertising reached its height during World Wars I and II under the direction of 
several U.S. government agencies. 

Social impact Regulation 

There have been increasing efforts to protect the public interest by regulating the content and the 
reach of advertising. Some examples are the ban on television tobacco advertising imposed in many 
countries, and the total ban on advertising to children under twelve imposed by the Swedish 
government in 1991. Though that regulation continues in effect for broadcasts originating within 
the country, it has been weakened by the European Court of Justice, which has found that Sweden 
was obliged to accept whatever programming was targeted at it from neighboring countries or via 
satellite.  
In many countries - namely New Zealand, South Africa, Canada, and many European countries- 
the advertising industry operates a system of self-regulation. Advertisers, advertising agencies and 
the media agree on a code of advertising standards that they attempt to uphold. The general aim of 
such codes is to ensure that any advertising is 'legal, decent, honest and truthful'. 
 

In Europe and elsewhere there is a vigorous debate on whether and how much advertising to 
children should be regulated. This debate was exacerbated by a report released by the Henry J. 
Kaiser Family Foundation in February 2004 which suggested that food advertising targeting 
children was an important factor in the epidemic of childhood obesity raging across the United 
States. 
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Negative Effects on Communication Media 
 
An extensively documented effect is the control and vetoing of free information by the 
advertisers. Any negative information on a company or its products or operations results many 
times in pressures from the company to withdraw such information lines, threatening to cut 
their ads. This behaviour makes the editors of the media to self censor content that might upset 
their ad payers. The bigger both companies are, the bigger their relation gets, maximizing 
control over a single information. Thus there is nearly no mainstream media information about 
products that we consume daily, such as cars, telephone, gas, superstores, banks. 
 
Advertisers also naturally try to minimize the purchasing power of the population. They try to 
minimize information‘s about or from consumer groups, or consumer controlled purchasing 
initiatives (as joint purchase systems), or consumer controlled quality information systems. 
 
Another indirect effect of advertising is to modify the very nature of the communication media 
where it is shown. Media that get most of their revenues from publicity try to make their 
medium a good place for communicating ads before anything else. The clearest example is 
television, where this means trying to make the public stay for a long time and in a mental state 
that encourages spectators not to switch the channel through the ads. Programs that are low in 
mental stimulus and require light concentration and are varied are best for long sitting times 
and make for much easier emotional jumps to ads, which can become more entertaining than 
regular shows. A simple way to understand the objectives in television programming is to 
compare contents from channels paid and chosen by the viewer with channels that get their 
income mainly from advertisements. 

 
 

 


